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"Dine Out Tonight... enjoyable relaxation for the family"
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Nashville, Tennessee

1659—Five Years Old During the Battle of Nashville—1864

SOUTHERN WOODENWARE, INC.
166 2nd Ave. N. — NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

This is what moved people at the time of the Battle of Nashville:

53 years of growing with the Central South

Proud of our heritage of the past, we stand humble but confident as we watch our land emerge into the new day of space age economy. We welcome the many new industries and institutions of the Tennessee Valley area which herald its greatest period of progress.

We seek the opportunity of working with you and serving you with the many fine lines which we distribute.

This is what moves people today:

Since the early 1860's, Nashville Transit Company has been taking people for rides. Moving from horse drawn rail cars to electric street cars to the modern air-conditioned buses we know today, Nashville Transit Company provided transportation to more than 15 million passengers over the past year. At the present time, 145 NTC buses cover 271 route miles a year (and more than 6 million bus-miles) in order to take Nashvillians where they want to go.

Whatever form public transportation takes in the future, you can be sure Nashville Transit Company will provide it for you.

Next time you go for a ride, ride an NTC bus. You'll find it a moving experience, Nashville Transit Company.